Las Vergnas' generalizations of the Tutte polynomial are studied as follows. The theory of Tutte-Grothendieck matroid invariantsfis modified so the Tutte decomposition ,f(M) =f (M\e) +f( M/e) is applied only when e $ P (and e is neither a loop nor an isthmus)
where P is a distinguished set of points called ports. The resulting "P-ported"
Tutte polynomial tp has variables I, w; q,, qZ, . . . . qm; the q's are connected matroids on subsets of P. We express tp of the P-ported matroid sum and cosum of M, and M,, only taken when M, n M, c_ P, in terms of rP(M1) and r, (M,) .
The behavior of rp(M) under contraction/deletion of points in P is given. Our development is based on a P-ported rank generating function.
The major results are generalizations of work of Brylawski on series and parallel connections. Relationships to the geometric lattice of M, to Las Vergnas' Tutte polynomial of a matroid pointed by a family of sets, and to electrical network theory are given.
INTRODUCTION
A main result in the theory of Tutte-Grothendieck (T.-G.) matroid invariants of Crapo and Brylawski [6, 111 , is that when any matroid M is decomposed by successive application of the following rules, applied in any order, the result is a unique polynomial t(M) called the Tutte polynomial.
If e EM is neither a loop nor an isthmus, M is decomposed into M\e and MJe. The result of this Tutte decomposition is expressed (M \ e) + (M/e). A loop or isthmus is expressed by the variables w or z, respectively. In this paper we investigate the theory that results when rule (1.1) is modified so it applies only when e $ P, where P is a fixed finite set. Then the indecomposable matroids are, in addition to the loop or isthmus not in P, the connected matroids over subsets of P. We regard each indecomposable matroid to be a variable. It turns out that this "P-ported TutteGrothendieck" decomposition of M yields a unique polynomial fp(M) in the variables (z, w; ql, q2, . . . . qn) where the q's are the above matroid variables. A matroid is called P-ported when any of its points (elements) that are in P are to be distinguished.
In this paper we develop the theory of t, from the starting point of P-ported Tutte-Grothendieck invariants and a rank generating function of Las Vergnas [22a] (Sect. 3). The main results concern the behavior of t, under a P-ported matroid sum (union) and its dual (Sect. 5), and under deletion/contraction of points in P (Sect. 6). We address the question of when tp(M) is reconstructible from the ordinary Tutte polynomials of the minors of M obtained by deletion/contraction of all the points in P. The idea of objects with some distinguished elements is a natural one. We have been motivated by electrical network considerations where the branches used to connect the network to other networks are distinguished from the branches or variables associated with devices such as resistors or capacitors [l-3, 9, 18, 20, 25-271. See Section 4.2 and Section 6. Las Vergnas [22a] gave a 2 + k variable Tutte polynomial of a P-ported matroid when a family of k subsets whose union is P has been given. Applications were given in [22a, 22, 231 for k = 1. It is an evaluation of the polynomial t, studied here. However, when the given family is the power set of P the resulting polynomial has the same information about M(E, P) as does tp. Hence the underlying theory for this paper is due to Las Vergnas. All the proofs in Section 3 are included for completeness and logical continuity.
See Section 4.3. The coefficient of each matroid monomial in f, is essentially a "restricted" coboundary polynomial described in [ 121; the correspondence is given in Section 3.
The idea of combining two objects when their distinguished elements in P are identified one to one and they have no other common elements likewise is natural. (The elements in P may or may not be present in the combination.) In Section 5 we relate t, to a P-ported matroid sum [19] (called union in [36] ) and its dual. (P is present in these combinations.) To obtain the t, of a P-ported sum or cosum we just formally multiply the tp for the parts and then replace each product of matroid variables [qi] * [qj] with the sum or cosum of qi and qj times a factor that depends only on the ranks or nullities of the matroids involved.
The matroid sum and cosum operations are somewhat less natural examples, from the point of view of graphs and network theory, than is graphical join. The join of graphs G, and GZ, each containing a set of dis-tinguished vertices Q, is obtained by pairwise identifying the copies of the vertices Q in G, and G2. Join preserves graphicness while sum or cosum may not [24] . When, for example, G, and G, contain complete subgraphs P with vertex set Q, graphical join provides an example of Brylawski's "generalized parallel connection" [7] . This combination requires P to be a common subgeometry in the parts and a modular flat in at least one of them.
The characteristic polynomial x is C ~(0, x) Lr(r)-'(I) where the sum is over all flats x in the underlying geometric lattice which has Mobius function p. x is an evaluation of the Tutte polynomial; see Section 4.1. A theorem by Stanley [35] states that the characteristic polynomial of a geometric lattice is divisible by the characteristic polynomial of any modular flat in it. Brylawski [7] extended this to show that the characteristic polynomial of the generalized parallel connection of G, and G, with modular flat P is x(G,) x(G,)/x(P).
G eneralized parallel connection is a special case of Crapo's join of geometries across a pair of comaps into a common geometric lattice L [12] . In the case of graphical join, L is the partition lattice n(Q) of Q. There is a formal resemblance between the theory of the Tutte polynomial for a join of geometries across a pair of comaps [13] and for P-ported sum and cosum of matroids. Deeper relationships between the aforementioned connection operations are a topic for future investigation.
When P = @, generalized parallel connection, sum, and cosum all reduce to direct sum; rule (1.2) applies. Series and parallel connection of graphs were studied in [17] . They were extended to matroids by [S, 25, 341. When P= (p}, sum reduces to series connection. Cosum and generalized parallel connection then both reduce to parallel connection. See, for example, [4, 14, 241 or [28] . For binary matroids, generalized parallel connection followed by deletion of P for P = Qr, {p>, and a 3-circuit, respectively, are called l-sum, 2-sum, and 3-sum, respectively, by Seymour [32] . For lP\ = 2 (which can be verified with two pairs of parallel edges) or greater, cosum differs from generalized parallel connection, even when P is a modular flat in both parts. See Fig. 1 .
When P = {p} all of the results in this paper reduce to results in [5, 33 J. Our generating function method for defining t, (see also [22a, 231) and for analyzing its behavior under connection was developed from [33] . Brylawski tioned which is a P-ported sum followed by contraction of P. In these theories, P is not present in the composition. Reference [16] mentions that sum composition can be performed on any independence systems; such set systems I by definition satisfy: If I, c I, E 3 then I, E Y.
DEFINITIONS
We assume familiarity with matroids; see, e.g., [36, 373 for terms and notations we do not define here.
When M is a matroid, S(M) is the set of points (elements) of M. We say M is P-ported when we wish to distinguish the elements of a fixed, finite set P whenever they occur in M; we then write M= M(E, P) where E = S(M) -P. We say M(E, P) is strictly P-ported when S(M) = Eu P; always En P = @.
A point in M that belongs to every base is an isthmus and a point in M that belongs to no base is a loop. The minors M\A, which is M with set A deleted, and M/A, which is M with A contracted, are defined as usual, except that MI P means M\ (S(M) -P) so it is not necessary that P c S(M). M* denotes the dual of M. M, 0 M, denotes the direct sum. It is taken only when S(M,) n S(M,) = a. A matroid is connected when it is not the direct sum of non-empty matroids.
We will often regard a connected matroid on a subset of P to be a variable (or indeterminate).
To facilitate legibility we denote matroid M regarded as a variable by [M] . When M is decomposed into connected direct sum components by M= M, @Ml 0 .. 0 M,, then [M] is an abbreviation for [ 
... [My] . All multiplication in this paper is commutative.
Please note that different matroids on subsets of P are regarded as different monomials even if the matroids are isomorphic. We make the convention [@I = 1.
For connected matroids of one or two points we adopt the following notation. Q: or Qr denotes the matroid on (a} of rank r; QA, the %-circuit on {a, b}. In general, U,,, denotes the uniform matroid on n points S whose bases are all r-subsets of S. Thus Q; is Ui,.r and QA, is U,, i. 
P-PORTED TUTTE-~ROTHENDIECK

INVARIANTS
Let M,, M, be P-ported matroids. M, and M, are P-isomorphic when there is a matroid isomorphism f between them that preserves the elements of P; that is, f(p)=p and f-'(p)=P whenever pcS(M,)n P= S(M,) n P.
A P-invariant f is a function from the class of P-ported matroids such that f(M,) =f (M,) whenever M, and M2 are P-isomorphic. A P-ported Tutte-Grothendieck invariant is a P-invariant into a commutative ring such that f(M) = fW\,e) + Of/ e w ) h enever e E S(M) -P is neither a loop nor an isthmus in h4 An ordinary T.-G. invariant [6] is a P-ported invariant with P = @ (Fig. 2) . Notice that every ordinary T.-G. invariant is a P-ported T.-G. invariant for any P. Brylawski [6] characterized all ordinary T.-G. invariants as evaluations of a two variable polynomial t(M)(z, W) called the Tutte polynomial. He also characterized all {p}-ported T. -6. invariants, which he called "P-pointed T.-G. invariants" [S] as evaluations of a four variable polynomial tjpl(M)(z, W; PI, PO). In the following, we will characterize all P-ported T.-G. invariants as evaluations of a polynomial fp(M) (z, W; ql, qz, . . . . qm) where the variables q,, q2, . . . . q,,, are the distinct connected rnatroids on non-empty subsets of P.
The algebraic machinery used in [S, 61 can be generalized to define a P-ported Tutte-Grothendieck ring, to show that it is universal for P-ported Tutte-Grothendieck invariants, and to show that it is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials in (x, y; ql, q2, . . . . q,) without constant term. This machinery includes a decomposition of M(E, P) relative to an ordering of E into a polynomial which provides an algorithm for computing the fu3.&z+2)+ fQ,&liQ:l+ fQ;,lfQ;l+ fQ;,lfQ;l+ fQ;lfQ;lfQ:l.
P-ported Tutte polynomial of M. It is then necessary to prove that all orderings define the same polynomial. In fact, Brylawski's proof [6, Lemma 3.31 in which orderings that differ by an adjacent interchange are shown to yield the same polynomial, may be used with virtually no modification. Rather than follow this approach, we will define the P-ported rank generating function rp, show that it is universal for P-ported T.-G. invariants, and then give t, in terms of r,,. The following definition and lemma follow from [22a] ; see Section 4.3.
DEFINITION. Let M(E, P) be a P-ported matroid with rank function p. The P-ported rank generating function rp(M) is
(2) rp(M) = r,(M\e) + r,(M/e) whenever e E S(M) -P is neither a loop nor an isthmus in M. To prove (l), suppose M,(E, , P,) and M,(E,, P2) are P-ported and E, 0 E2 = P, n P2 = a. MI @ M2 = M,(E, v E,, P, u P2) is therefore P-ported. since e is not an isthmus,
since e is not a loop, and P,+AA u e) = p,dA) + 1 since e is not a loop.
Therefore the first sum is v,(M\e) and the second sum is r,(M/e). Conversely, every evaluation of rp is a P-ported Tutte-Grothendieck invariant.
Proof: Given P-ported Tutte-Grothendieck invariant flet v, =f(1) -1, vl, =f(L) -1, and vi=f(qj) where I or L is a one point isthmus or loop, respectively, not in P and qi is a connected matroid with S(q,) c P.
Observe By induction, assume f(M') = r>(M') for all P-ported matroids M' for which IS(M')J < Q for some Q > 0. Let A4 be a P-ported matroid with IS( = Q + 1. For later convenience, let E be the involution on Z(x, 3'; ql, q2, . . . . q,J defined by z(x) = y, ,Y( y) = X, Z(qi) = q:. Hence Theorem 5 is rp(M*) = z(rTp(M)). Theorem 5 and its corollary are easily derived from [22a] .
The following theorem and proof are straightforward extensions of results and techniques of Brylawski [6] . THEOREM 
Let M, be a strictly P-ported minor of a connected strictly P-ported matroid M(E, P). Then tP(M1) < tp(M) (i.e., each coefficient of tp(Mi,) is < the corresponding coefficient of tp(M)).
ProoJ: In any P-ported matroid N, if e $ P is neither a loop nor an isthmus then t,(N\e) = fp(N) -t,(N/e) d tp(N) and similarly for t,(N/e) because the coefficients of t, are non-negative.
Proposition 6.8 of [6] states that if M, is a connected minor of a connected matroid A4 then there is a sequence of connected minors M: , M2, . ..> M,=M such that Mjpl = Mj\ei or M,-1 = Mj,lej for some ej E E. Hence to complete an induction on IE-El] it is necessary to consider the case when M, is not connected and therefore not in a sequence of minors as above. Suppose M,-1 = M/e,, or M,-1 = M\e, is not connected.
In these cases it is necessary to show tp(M1) d tp(M,-1). In these cases, we apply the results of [5] , which tell us M is a parallel connection P(M (1) M (2) , , . ..> MCk') or a series connection S(M"', MC2), . . . . M@'), respectively, of matroids MC') with base point e,. By these results, can be reduced to an isthmus which can then be deleted or contracted, respectively, in a connected sequence of minors, so the result follows by induction. Otherwise, each direct sum term aCi)= M")/e, (or M"'\e,) has a non-empty minor My) that is a sum of one or more components of M, . Let Pi = P n S(M"'). We can apply the theorem inductively to the k matroids &?(j) where ati) is Pi-ported, to obtain t,,(MyJ) < tp,($$(i'). Since the latter are inequalities among non-negative integer coefficients, it follows fp(M1) = fi rp,(M(li)) < fi tp,(W") = tp(M,-1).
i= I i= 1
The following expresses the coefficients of the matroid variables in rp in terms of the geometric lattices of the flats of MI E. 
O<G<F
This theorem may also be derived by taking carrying Mobius inversion across the Galois connection between the Boolean algebra on E and L defined by M's closure operation, as in [11] using theorems of Rota [29] . Then A is the set of linked pairs (or non-singular minors) in a linking system [30, 31] 
(or bimatroid [21]). That is, ((S,--F,)uG~/(FIG)EA}
is the collection of bases of a matroid on S1 v Sz.
We note that for a particular pair of sets F, G c S, the number N, of B whose existence implies (F( G) E /1 is a P-ported T.-G. invariant when P = Fu G. Every such B must be independent so 1 Bl = p(B). For every such B, both F EXAMPLE 3. Let P,, P,, . . . . P, be a family of subsets so P = IJ Pi. Las Vergnas [22a] defines a Tutte polynomial t(M; P,, P,, . . . . Pk) of variables (2, w; 51, 52, . ..> tk) by (3.1), (3.2), and (essentially) t(Z; P,, P,, . . . . Pk)= z, t(L; P, , P2, . . . . Pk) = w, and
The generating function (3.4) is given for t( ) and so are its basic properties. On the one hand, t( ) is a P-ported T.-G. invariant and so it is an evaluation of fp(M). On the other hand, any matroid A4 on P is determined by its rank function; hence the [qi] and the possible values of (4.1) are in one-to-one correspondence when {Pi} is the power set of P. Hence our theory and Las Vergnas' are identical. Las Vergnas observes that the theory of set pointed Tutte polynomials is identical with the theory of Tutte polynomials of a matroid perspective. A matroid perspective is a pair of matroids (M, M') on E for which the identity E --+ E is a strong map. He defines the Tutte polynomial t, of a matroid perspective by
and observes t,(M\ P, M/P; Z) w, 4) = ~-p(")+p(M'P't(h!f; P)(z, w; 5).
In [22] , Las Vergnas shows that the Tutte polynomial of an oriented perspective pair (M, M'), evaluated with z = w=O and 5 = 1, is the number of subsets A c E such that the oriented matroid that results from reversing the signs on elements of A in A4 is acyclic (has no positive circuits) and the oriented matroid that results from M' is totally cyclic (every element is in a positive circuit).
P-PORTED SUM AND COSUM
The P-ported matroid sum M,(E,, P) + M,(E,, P) is taken only when E, n E, = 0, thus any common point of M1 and 44, must belong to P. DEFINITION. M3 = (M, + M2)(E1 u E,, P) is the matroid on S(M,) u S(M,) whose independent sets are all sets A, u A, u Q, u Qz for which A,c E;, Qic P, and A,u Qj is independent in M,, for i= 1,2.
A matroid sum [19] is also called matroid union [36] . Edmonds since the minimum is attained for A( = A,. It follows that Let Ml be Mi extended to the matroid on E, u E2 u P in which every point in E,-i is a loop. Then our P-ported matroid sum is the ordinary matroid sum of M; and M;. The P-ported matroid cosum M, + * M, is defined to be the P-ported matroid M4 = M,(E, u E,, P) dual to M;" + M,*. Thus A42 is the ordinary matroid sum of (MT)' and (Mz)'. Let Sr and Sz be the collections of spanning sets of ordinary matroids N, and N, on S. The ordinary matroid cosum N, + * N, of Nr and N,, usually called intersection, is the matroid on S whose spanning sets are (Xi n X, 1 X,ES~ and X,ES~}; likewise N1 + * Nz = (NT + NT)* [36] . Therefore M, = M;' + * M$' where MI' is Mi extended to E, v E, v P so each point in E,-i is an isthmus. It follows that the spanning sets of M4 are all sets of the form A,uA,u(Q,nQz) such that AicEj, The next to last equality follows from (E, u E,) -(A;'u A;) = A, u A,.
We now state the main result. Let R be the ring of polynomial over the integers in x and y. Let R, be the commutative R-module with unit 1 generated by the monomials [pi] for all (not necessarily connected) matroids pi such that S(pi) c P and [@I = 1. We define + and + * on pairs of these basis monomials and extend them to bilinear operators on R,. From the fact that Brylawski's series and parallel connection of P-pointed matroids are (p )-ported sum and cosum, respectively, we derive his formulas for pointed Tutte polynomials of series and parallel connections. See also [33] . ti,fzo+ t,ot,,).
Remark. The formulas when p is a loop or isthmus in both M, and M, are easily derived in like manner.
P-MINORS AND KIRCHHOFF MATROID~
The following proposition is a generalization of Theorem 6.13 of Brylawski [ 51. PROPOSITION 16 . Suppose M is a P-ported matroid and p E P. For qi a matroid on P let qi = qi\p and 41' = qJp. Suppose Proof. If p is a loop or an isthmus in M then the coefficients of all [qi] for which p is not a loop or isthmus, respectively, in qi vanish. Suppose p is an isthmus in M. By rule (2) Thus to obtain r,(M/p) we replace in r,(M*) x t y, y t X, and q; + (4;)" p4l)--(Y;).
Since this replacement is performed for all matroids qi on P it is equivalent to 47 1 ** + q*r*yP(4, )-d4, 1.
Observe qT'* = 4:' and qT'= (qy)*. Hence the replacement is q,fN + q;y"Y"-NY, 1.
Again by Theorem 5 rp(M*) = r,(M)(y, x; . . . . q1*, . ..).
In like manner, suppose ail minors of M(E, P) of the form M/A 1 P (where A c E) are obtainable by contracting some C c P to loops. Consider a system of linear equations whose unknowns are the coefficients of the [M/Al P] in rp. There is one equation with constant side r(M/C\ P -C) for each distinct matroid on P obtained by contracting some Cc P to loops in A4 P. The other side is obtained by iterating Proposition 16 for any sequence of matroids from M to M/C\P-C obtained by elementwise contraction of C and deletion of P-C. If the solution to these equations is unique then vp(M) is computable from the r(M/C\ P-C). We conjecture this can be done if P is a modular flat [7] .
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